6.4 Case Study 4-Period 7 House setting
The following apartment was built in 1991 and the owner Ms Hui moved in 1993. This period 7
house setting is as below.

Period 7 setting- Sits on 62 degrees (Northeast) and faces 242 degree (Southwest).The simple
floor plan is as below:
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Mountain Star in Charge of Person while Water Star in charge of Wealth

My Analysis
First Observation:
Both water and mountain stars were found located at the Mountain sector, resulted in Good
Mountain but bad water. The income will be affected badly but it is rather easy to conceive in
such as house setting.
The truth: The owner and family moved into this house to found out that their wealth and
income were both unsustainable. The couple now with two kids and was unplanned for.
2nd observation:
The box 147 and main door location of 414 is ideal for kids to excel in school.
The truth: The son is complimented to be a smart kid and the daughter is now three years old,
who like to study and learn,
3rd Observation:
The east sector with 325 will cause constant arguments however the southeast sector 236
where the washroom was located will lessen the frequency of quarreling.
The truth: Both husband and wife constantly disagrees with each other over tiny litter issues.
4th Observation:
The North and northwest corner of the apartment with 593 and 958 combinations will affect the
health problems.
The truth: The husband’s level of in cholesterol is getting high while his wife in having stomach
indigestion problems after shifted to this apartment.

Foote note:
Period 5 is from 1944 to 1963
Period 6 is from 1964-1983
Period 7 is from 1984-2003
Period 8 is from 2004-2023

